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UNAIDS GUIDANCE NOTE, 2013

• Restrict the use, if any, of criminal law in the context of 
HIV, ideally to intentional transmission only.

• Where it is used, criminal justice principles (including 
key criminal law principles of legality, foreseeability, 
intent, causality, proportionality and proof) should be 
upheld.

• Best available scientific and medical evidence should 
guide any use of criminal law.

• Treat like harms alike, with proportionate penalties.
• Condoms or low viral load = no significant risk; use 

shows no intent to harm.
• Non-disclosure alone is not proof of malicious intent.
• Limitations of scientific tests for use in HIV forensics 

(e.g. phylogenetic analysis / Recent Infection Testing 
Algorithm).



NATIONAL STATEMENTS ON HIV SCIENCE IN THE CONTEXT OF CRIMINAL LAW: 2008



NATIONAL STATEMENTS ON HIV SCIENCE IN THE CONTEXT OF CRIMINAL LAW: 2014



NATIONAL STATEMENTS ON HIV SCIENCE IN THE CONTEXT OF CRIMINAL LAW: 2016



HIV FORENSICS PAPER: 2007



HIV forensics: proving causality

Using scientific and other evidence to attempt to 
reconstruct alleged criminal HIV transmission

Each piece of evidence part of a much larger 
puzzle:

• Fact – infected by someone else?

• Timing – before or after diagnosis/disclosure?

• Direction – who infected who?



HIV forensics: phylogenetic analysis 

Unlike DNA, unable to create a definitive ‘match’.

Are the viruses related?

• Yes - adds to evidence.

• No - exonerates accused.



HIV forensics: transmission networks









EXAMPLES OF SUCCESSFUL APPLICATION OF SCIENCE TO JUSTICE IN EUROPE

• 2005: Supreme Court of The Netherlands first to 
limit law based on actual HIV risk.

• 2009: Geneva Court of Justice quashed an HIV 
‘exposure’ conviction following ‘Swiss statement’ 
on HIV risk.

• 2011: Denmark’ suspended HIV-specific law, due to 
reduced harm via changes in life expectancy.

• 2008-12: Limitations of phylogenetics for proof of 
timing/direction of transmission and impact of ART 
on transmission risk incorporated into England and 
Wales and also Scotland  prosecutorial guidelines.

• 2013: 'Swedish statement' on sexual HIV risk
impacting lower court rulings, clinician practice.

• 2015: Czech Republic Supreme Court considers HIV 
risk in appeal.


